Summer 2014 Textbook/Course Materials List (required and recommended)
First posted 3/31/2014
(Updated 4/28/2014 8:12 AM)

[Changes made after first posting will be noted in red with date of change]

Compiled from information provided by instructors of LIS courses, the following list has been published for your convenience. Every effort was made to list the information in its entirety; it should be noted, however, that this list may not be complete nor definitive and may be subject to change before the start of the semester. List will be updated as new information is received.

Textbooks, etc. may be purchased from these campus facilities, unless otherwise noted. (The links are to that bookstore’s online ordering system.)

Illini Union Bookstore (IUB), 809 S. Wright, Champaign. (217) 333-2050 (http://uofibookstore.illinois.edu/buy_main.asp)

TIS Bookstore, 707 S. Sixth Street, Champaign. (217) 337-4900 (http://tisbookui.com/SelectTermDept.aspx)

LEEP (online) courses use Blackboard Collaborate and students are required to use a USB Headset Microphone when participating in the LEEP class sessions. See http://groups.lis.illinois.edu/itdweb/bbcollaborate/index.php for further information and tutorial.

SUMMER TERM 1, 2014

● LIS 452AU/AG [on-campus] – Kevin Trainor (trainor1@illinois.edu)


● LIS 490BA [on-campus] – Bea Nettles (bea@beanettles.com)


● LIS 580A [on-campus] – Sidney Berger (sidney Berger@pem.org)

LIS 590EB [on-campus] – Sidney Berger (sidney_berger@pem.org)


SUMMER TERM 2, 2014

LIS 445LE [LEEP] – Linda Diekman (diekman@illinois.edu)

USB Headset Microphone

All are REQUIRED:


● LIS 458LE [LEEP] – Melissa Wong (mawong@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone


● LIS 501A [on-campus] – Kathryn La Barre (klabarre@illinois.edu)

No required or recommended texts to purchase. Readings will be on e-reserves or web accessible.

● LIS 502A [on-campus] – Terry Weech (weech@illinois.edu)

No required or recommended items to purchase.

● LIS 502 LEA/LEB [LEEP] – Leigh Estabrook (leighe@illinois.edu)

Readings to be completed before the campus session will be listed on course website when it is live. No required or recommended texts to purchase.

● LIS 504LE [LEEP] – Melissa Wong (mawong@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone


● LIS 505LE [LEEP] – Robert Burger (rburger@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone


[Instructor note: This 1st revised and expanded paperback edition is different from the revised and expanded hardback edition – this paperback edition has two additional chapters that are not included in the hardback edition.]


● LIS 507LE [LEEP] – Bobby Bothmann (bothmann@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone


● LIS 510LE [LEEP] – Joyce Latham (latham@uwm.edu)
USB Headset Microphone


Barbara Neely. *Blanche on the Lam*. Any edition, any version that can be referenced during discussion (but no video). *(REQUIRED)*

● LIS 528LE [LEEP] – Mary Wilkes Towner (mtowner@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone


_Instructor Note: This title is available as a full-text ebook in the UIUC Library Digital Collection._

http://site.ebrary.com.proxy2.library.illinois.edu/lib/uiuc/docDetail.action?docID=10469322


● LIS 584A [on-campus] – Scott Schwartz (schwrts@illinois.edu)

No required or recommended texts to purchase. Readings will be on reserves through the Library.

LIS 590 AVL [LEEP] – Jimi Jones (jjones2@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone

No required or recommended texts to purchase.

● LIS 590BBL [LEEP] – Andrew Huot (ahuot@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone

No required or recommended texts to purchase.
• LIS 590BCL [LEEP] – Pat Olson (olson.pat@gmail.com)
USB Headset Microphone

RBMS Bibliographic Standards Committee. *Descriptive Cataloging of Rare Materials (Books).* Paperback. Cataloging Distribution Service, Library of Congress. *(REQUIRED)* [This book is out of print; however, the third printing, with corrections (November 2011), is available online as a free PDF. Go to http://rbms.info/dcrm/dcrmb/]


• LIS 590CBL [LEEP] – Carol Tilley (ctilley@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone


• LIS 590HT [on-campus] – Andrew Huot (ahuot@illinois.edu)

No required or recommended texts.

• LIS 590ICL [LEEP] – Yoo-Seong Song (yoosong@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone

No required or recommended texts.

• LIS 590LLL [LEEP] – Stephanie Davidson (stephnd@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone


• LIS 590LP [on-campus] – Steve Kostell (Kostell@illinois.edu)

No required or recommended texts to purchase. Will have a reader as a PDF distributed on the course site.

• LIS 590LW [on-campus] – Tim Offenstein (timo@illinois.edu)


Required textbooks are available as e-books through UIUC Libraries (Safari) - http://www.library.illinois.edu/lsx/findit/Ebooks.html direct link - http://proquest.safaribooksonline.com.proxy2.library.illinois.edu/


**Recommended Strongly:**

Graph Paper (for laying out CSS design)

---

**LIS 590MGL [LEEP] – Kevin Trainor (trainor1@illinois.edu)**


---

**LIS 590MYL [LEEP] – Karla Lucht (klucht@illinois.edu)**


● LIS 590RGL [LEEP] – Safiya Noble (snoble@illinois.edu)
USB Headset Microphone

No required or recommended texts
No required or recommended texts
